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SER engages Senior Geological
Consultant as part of its
management team
Highlights
• Senior Geological consultant engaged to assist
development of exploration programs
• Initial evaluation programs designed for:
o Falcon Bridge nickel prospect in WA
o Cultana and Myall Creek IOGC targets in SA
• Assist implementation of recommendations from
consultants on Uley Graphite Project
Based in Melbourne Victoria, Strategic Energy Resources (SER) is a versatile explorer working on a
diversified portfolio of exploration assets including the world class Uley Graphite Project. The
company aims to create shareholder value through the systematic exploration of our tenements
with the aim of becoming a producer.
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Strategic Energy Resources Limited (SER) is pleased to advise that it has engaged
Dr Wenlong Zang as its senior geological consultant to review and plan potential
exploration programs over the company’s mineral assets. Dr Zang is an excellent fit
for SER’s diverse portfolio of exploration assets, as he has experience in both
mineral and oil/gas exploration.
Dr Zang received his PhD from the Australian National University in 1989 and
graduated in 1982 from Beijing University, with a Bachelor of Science degree.
His has wide experience in both mineral and oil/gas exploration including field
geological, geochemical and geophysical mapping, data compilation and
interpretation, and is experienced using the various software packages used for both
mineral and oil/gas exploration.
Dr Zang also has the necessary project
management skills required to handle the budgeting of drilling programs, drill hole
design and well site operations.
Dr Zang has both public and private sector experience. He has worked for Primary
Industries and Resources SA (‘PIRSA’) as a senior geologist for over a decade and
has consulted to the Energy division of the Victorian Department of Primary
Industries (‘DPI’) in respect of oil and gas geology within the Gippsland Basin, in
which the Company has interests – Vic/P41, Vic/P47, Vic/P65 and Vic/P66. Over the
years he has consulted for various Australian public companies, has authored many
papers and undertaken major studies of geological regions, primarily in South
Australia. Dr Zang has also been instrumental in helping Chinese companies enter
into joint venture arrangements with Australian companies.
As previously announced SER has commissioned consultants to review the
geological data surrounding the Uley Graphite project. The results are expected
soon and Dr Zang will help progress any recommendations.
SER is also evaluating the best way to progress the Cultana and Myall Creek
projects in South Australia and Falcon Bridge in Western Australia. A consultant has
provided an initial review of the nickel potential at Falcon Bridge and Dr Zang will
develop the recommendations and action plan.
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